Abstract: For the development of a robot assisted, end effector based rehabilition system for upper extremities, which is able to safely interact with patients suffering from movement impairments due to strokes, it is essential to have detailed information about the patient's current situation. This situation can be categorized into 'normal' and 'exceptional', which results in a different behavior of the rehabilitation system. For the recognition of the patient situation, a framework is presented, which incorporates both an individual patient model and multisensor information to classify the current situation. To improve classification results, the recognition system itself provides feedback to the patient model to adjust individual classification parameters. Based on the classification result, the therapy behavior is defined and passed on to the therapy control system.
Introduction
Each year, 278 people per 100.000 inhabitants suffer strokes in Germany [1] , where those who survive are often left with motor deficits. To reduce the impairments, the patients need rehabilitation, where typical movements are performed repetetively with the assistance of a physiotherapist. The cortical plasticity can lead to a reorganization of the remaining healthy synapses and so allows for a relearning of the lost movement abilities [2] . Due to the lack of physiotherapeutic ressources and the cost pressure in health care, patients cannot be provided with as much rehabilitation time as would be ideal. Robotic systems, which assist the patient in performing movements repetetively, can be used to overcome this problem. Current robotic systems for upper extremities, such as ARMin [3] , often use exoskeletons and assist the patient in each joint. In cooperation with KUKA Laboratories GmbH, a robot assisted end effector based rehabilitation system for the upper extremities is developed, which assists the patient's movement at only one connection point and correspondingly allows for a self initiated learning of movement patterns (Fig. 1) . The system uses a KUKA lightweight robot (LBR), which has seven degrees of freedom and is equipped with output side torque sensors in each joint. Therefore not only external forces and torques applied to its end effector can be measured, but also the flexibility of the robot can be adjusted by setting the stiffness and the damping of each joint.The rehabilitation system furthermore consists of a realtime system for the communication with the robot's control, which implements three state machines on different levels of abstraction to map the therapy behavior to the low level robot control [4] . In order to observe the patient's posture during training with the system, the patient is equipped with two acceleration sensors adapted to his upper arm and his forearm, respectively. Based on this sensor information and the position of the patient's connection point -which equals the robot's tool center point (TCP) -an Extended Kalman Filter is used to estimate the required arm angles of the patient [5] . To achieve a save patient-robot interaction and a correct therapeutic behavior during the autonomous rehabilitation phases, the patient's situation has to be supervised and evaluated continuously to provide both assistance as needed in normal situations and an adequate reaction to exceptional situations such as sudden spasticities.
Methods
The concept of the situation recognition framework is shown in Fig. 2 . The available sensor information include the measurements provided by the robot itself, i.e. the external counterforces and -torques applied to the robot's TCP by the patient and the position of the connection point between patient and system, and the information on the patient's arm position: shoulder rotation, shoulder flexion and extension, shoulder abduction and adduction, elbow flexion and extension and forarm rotation. As patients suffering from stroke vary highly in their indivudual abilities, these differences are taken into account by the individual patient model. This model includes static parameters, such as anthropometric data (e.g. length of upper and forearm), parameters, which can change in a longer term, but can be regarded as static for one rehabilitation session (i.e. restrictions in the range of motion, existing permanent spasticities or pareses) and parameters, which can change during one session. The last mentioned non-static parameters are most important for the correct therapeutic behavior of the system (e.g. needed assistance or expected counterforces). The main part of the framework is the situation recognition itself. It uses the sensor information and the patient model to classify possible patient situations into two main categories: 'normal' and 'exceptional'. A 'normal' situation is recognized, if no compensation movements are detected and the forces and torques are within a patient individual normal range. Other combinations of posture and counterforces indicate an 'exceptional' situation, such as spasticity, fatigue and tremor, which has to be further distinguished. In order to detect a sudden spasticity, the information about existing permanent spasticities is fused with the current posture of the patient to estimate expected force directions of a possible sudden spasticity. A high slope of the current counterforce in one of those directions indicates a spasticity. Fatigue of the patient can be detected between two iterations by comparing the averaged force over one iteration. A distinct increase of this counterforce indicates the fatigue of the patient. Furthermore, compensation movements, such as pulling the elbow upwards, often increase, if the patient is tired or exhausted. Tremor is detectable by rapid but small changes in force direction measured at the connection point to the system. Due to sensor noise of the acceleration sensors used to determine the arm posture, small tremoring movements are hard to detect. With each classified situation, the system learns more about the patient and its reaction and can adjust the non-static parameters of the individual patient model to improve classification accuracies in the following iterations. The results of the situation recognition are further used by the therapy control, where the corresponding behavior of the rehabilitation system is defined.
Results
First tests with both healthy subjects and one suffering from stroke have shown, that fatigue results in a jerk as the indicating feature, and can be detected in observing the averaged counterforce at the robots TCP. As neither spasticities nor tremors occured during those tests, the expertise of a physiotherapist was used to define the classification features.
Discussion
The presented situation recognition framework uses both multisensor information and an individual patient model for the observation of the patient's situation during training with the rehabilitation system. Using this framework, normal situations can be detected and suitable therapy relevant parameters can be learned. Furthermore, exceptional situations can be detected and passed on to the therapy control. To evaluate the framework, further tests with healthy and impaired subjects are necessary.
